
HOST ONL INE  SEMINOLE

TR IV IA

Tips for Engaging
Seminoles From Home

Seminoles who lived on campus by dorm.
Extracurricular activity participants such
as the Marching Chiefs, Greek Life, Lady
Spirithunters or experience based groups

Put a new spin on the popular Zoom! Happy
Hours to connect Seminoles who share
common traits or experiences. Easily
adaptable to your gepgrpahic and
demographic needs, Happy Hours can help
connect new Seminoles and provide a
necessary outlet in uncertain times.
Gather by: 

The Jeopardy! style Florida State trivia
you’ve seen at Leadership Weekend has
been updated for 2020 and can serve as a
great way to gather folks, encourage
interaction and help those families with
school aged Seminoles to have a fun
resource for teaching their at-home
students about Florida State. With the
Sports Jeopardy & Campus-Based Jeopardy,
there is a category for everyone and
provides content for multiple events.

Much GOOD is actually being seen in a
time full of difficulty for many. Make a
post welcoming your local Seminoles
to share their stories of unity, positive
community happenings and provide a
chance to celebrate much needed
good news. In addition, our team can
provide links to articles on maintaining
positive mental health during this time.

SUPPORT &  ENCOURAGE 

YOUR LOCAL NOLES

Once your information is in to Emma
and/or Beth, let those local students
who will qualify know to apply for your
gifts. Emma can provide direct links
for both cash awards (our website)
and endowed scholarship awards
(Academic Works).

ANNOUNCE YOUR SCHOLARSHIP

SEMINOLE COMMUNITY

HAPPY HOURS

Post pictures, videos and other
memories from past club or chapter
events. This can remind people of
great experiences, foster
brainstorming on future events and
allow club leaders to make
connections with those who engage
with the posts.

FLASHBACKS

V IRTUAL TOOLK IT


